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she moves to sell more bonds in the near term. Viteri

second since 2016, aims to provide the government

also said that she thinks that the audit being

with short-term one-offs, along with an acceleration of

undertaken by the comptroller general’s office is

tax cases in the courts. Piecemeal measures

wrong to book the oil-backed loans from Asia (mostly
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started in 2010. The preliminary audit report in detail
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For the economy in general, Moreno offered some

billion in cost savings. While this begs the question

welcome signals. After insisting late last year that the

whether there will be any savings at the bottom line,

currency export tax, one of the biggest hurdles to

an additional factor Viteri mentioned only in passing

foreign direct investment, would remain in place, he

was the reinstatement starting in 2019 of the 40%

said it would be phased out. Viteri however made it

subsidy for the Ecuadorian Social Security Institute,

clear that this was contingent on the “private sector

which will cost another $1b annually, doubling the

balance of payments” and stressed the need for

pressure on the spending side from the $1b Moreno

temporarily higher duties on a group of up to 375

pledged. The budget is currently close to $35b.

goods to push the trade balance into the black. This

Regarding the issue of debt, the situation remains

makes it unlikely for the ISD to end soon, if ever,

overshadowed by the debt audit being carried out by

under Moreno. Another problem with her message

the comptroller general’s, whose findings will be

was that she insisted that the private sector, which

announced at 10 am Quito time on April 9. In her

according to the self-declared socialist regime of the

past decade was finally made to pay taxes, do its part

discretional tool. As demonstrated in leaked e-mails,

to exit a crisis entirely of government making. For the

Jalkh systematically carried out Correa’s orders to

plan to become a core of economic recovery, it needs

influence the judiciary. On April 4, the CPCCS gave

fixing in congress. That will include the promised

Jalkh, along with the prosecutor general, Carlos Baca

capital

of

(currently facing his impeachment trial in congress),

shareholders’ rights, a key step to integrate Ecuador’s

banking regulator Christian Cruz, and the members of

capital market with the Alliance of the Pacific group of

the National Electoral Council a week to submit

countries stretching from Mexico to Chile (Moreno

performance reports. It postponed a last-ditch effort

also promised other trade accords ). If this plan is

by the Judicial Council to name dozens of new judges

really all the Moreno administration can conjure up, it

and prosecutors and hundreds of new administrative

should be flanked with a major shift in foreign policy

officials. “The cheating contests that no one trusts,

away from its support of hardline socialist and

least among them qualified people, are over,” said

authoritarian governments like Belarus, Cuba, and

Trujillo, supported by the revelation of comptroller

Venezuela towards reliable ties with longtime real

general’s report that provided concrete evidence of

commercial partners. A first step would be to show

how Jalkh’s office had manipulated contests in the

Julian Assange to the door of Ecuador’s embassy in

past. Jalkh protested, calling it a “de-facto” measure.
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Indeed, the CPCCS’s swift moves have led to

London.

debate amid legal experts. Fundación Ciudadanía y
Cutting the String

Desarrollo, an NGO, has strongly criticized the rules

The new, temporary “Citizens’ Participation and

the CPCCS has issued to govern its evaluation of

Social Control Council” has begun to flex its muscles.

officials. It says the CPCCS may not judge the heads

Since voters and congress installed independent new

of organizations such as the CC since this wasn’t

leadership there under jurist Julio César Trujillo, it has

specified in the February 4 referendum that lead to

removed two controversial regulators. First, it fired

the overhaul of the body and its temporary right to

Carlos Ochoa, the media regulator. This week, it fired

review recent appointments. It also says the rules

former finance minister Patricio Rivera, a key figure in

allow the panel to make highly discretional decisions.

public finances in the past decade. Rivera had treated

Other lawyers however argue that the public intended

his most recent appointment, to be superintendent of

for a wholescale review of top officials, both legal and

the “popular and solidarity” part of the economy, as

regulatory, to cut through the legal web spun by

his personal decision, flaunting a deadline to officially

Correa to guarantee impunity for graft and other

take on the position. It cost him the job and removed

crimes committed by officials during his regime.

his protection from prosecution. The CPCCS now is

Under this perspective, the imperfect CPCCS looks

taking on the powerful Gustavo Jalkh, head of the

rather unlikely to do worse than its predecessor.

Judicial Council, which oversees the courts, and will
move on to the National Electoral Council and
Constitutional Court (CC) in due course.
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imposing control over the courts by president Rafael

obtained from expert sources, public information

Correa (2007 – 2017). The council fired dozens of

and media reports, and documents. Anonymity of

judges using a figure called “inexcusable error” as a

interviewed sources is protected.

